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Possible astrophysical signatures of heavy stable neutral relics in supergravity models
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We consider heavy stable neutral particles in the context of supergravity and show that a gravitationally
suppressed inflaton decay can produce such particles in cosmologically interesting abundances within a wide
mass range 103 GeV<mX<1011 GeV. In gravity-mediated supersymmetry breaking models, a heavy particle
can decay into its superpartner and a photon-photino pair or a gravitino. Such decays only change the identity
of a possible dark matter candidate. However, for 103 GeV<mX<107 GeV, astrophysical bounds from a
gamma-ray background and photodissociation of light elements can be more stringent than the overclosure
bound, thus ruling out the particle as a dark matter candidate.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Solving the gauge hierarchy problem via hidden sec
supersymmetry breaking at a high scale due to nonpertu
tive dynamics, which is then mediated to the visible sec
through gravity, leads to a phenomenologically succes
prediction where sfermions and gauginos get a mass of
order of the electroweak scale@1#. In addition, the superpart
ner of a graviton, the gravitino, also gets a mass of orde
TeV from the super Higgs mechanism@2#. Although the
gravitino interactions with matter are suppressed by
Planck scale, they can be generated in a thermal bath f
scattering of gauge and gaugino quanta with an abunda
given by @3#1

n3/2

s
'10211

TR

1011
, ~1!

wheres defines the entropy density andTR denotes the re-
heating temperature of the Universe in units of GeV. T
gravitinos can then be a source of potential trouble if th
decay very late. The decay rate of the gravitino into
gaugino and gauge, or sfermion and fermion quanta, goe
G;m3/2

3 /M p
2 , provided the decay products have negligib

1Recently, nonthermal production of a helicity6
3
2 gravitino @4#

and a helicity6
1
2 gravitino @5# from time-varying inflaton oscilla-

tions has been considered. The helicity6
1
2 gravitino for a single

chiral multiplet is the superpartner of the inflaton, known as
inflatino. The decay channels of the inflatino have been discusse
Ref. @6#. Also, it has been suggested@6# and explicitly shown@7#
that in realistic models with several chiral multiplets, helicity6

1
2

gravitino production is not a problem, so long as the inflation
scale is sufficiently higher than the scale of supersymmetry bre
ing in the hidden sector and the two sectors are gravitation
coupled.
0556-2821/2002/65~10!/103519~7!/$20.00 65 1035
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mass compared to the gravitino. This poses a problem
nucleosynthesis form3/2;O (TeV). The gravitinos decay
after nucleosynthesis and the decay products can chang
abundance of 4He and D by photodissociation. Fo
100 GeV<m3/2<1 TeV, a successful nucleosynthesis lim
its the gravitino abundance to ben3/2/s<(10214210212),
which translates toTR<(1072109) GeV @8#. This is the
simplest illustration of late decaying particles in cosmolog
which may release huge entropy while decaying. Vario
cosmological and astrophysical observations put some us
constraints on the abundance of late decaying partic
There are many other examples within the supergravity
flationary model, which has features similar to gravitino
such as the moduli fields and the dilaton@9#.

Massive particles which decay after nucleosynthesis m
also distort the spectrum of the cosmic microwave ba
ground or the gamma-ray background. The exact astroph
cal signature of such unstable relics depends on their
time, thus some part of mass-lifetime parameter space ca
ruled out from the present experimental or observatio
bounds@10#.

On the other hand, stable weakly interacting massive p
ticles ~WIMPs!, denoted here asX, generally respect the as
trophysical constraints, and can even account for the d
matter in the Universe if they are produced in an interest
abundance. A famous example is the lightest supersymm
particle ~LSP! in supersymmetric extensions of the standa
model with unbrokenR parity. If LSPs are created in a the
mal bath, LSP pairs annihilate to lighter particles when
temperature of the Universe drops below their mass. Ho
ever, once the annihilation rate drops below the Hubble
pansion rate, the LSP comoving number density freezes a
final value. The lower bound on the mass of such species
order not to overclose the Universe, is a few GeV, the
called Lee-Weinberg bound@10#, while unitarity provides a
firm upper bound on their mass<100 TeV @11#.
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The above-mentioned bound on the mass of LSP can
evaded if there is no initial thermal equilibrium. In rece
years, several mechanisms have been put forward for c
ing very heavy WIMPs, even superheavy ones with a m
mX.1010 GeV, in cosmologically interesting abundanc
@12–15#. For instance, the production of WIMPs could ta
place during the phase transition from inflationary to t
radiation-dominated or matter-dominated phase@12#. The
quantum fluctuations of the fieldX in a time-varying classi-
cal gravitational background may lead to a significant p
duction providedX is stable@12#. This mechanism is largely
independent of the nature ofX ~boson or fermion! and its
coupling to other fields. It also works in a variety of infla
tionary models@15#, but abundances close to the dark mat
abundance are created for 1011 GeV<mX<1013 GeV and
TR.109 GeV.

Another possibility is to create a bosonic fieldX during
the rapid oscillations of the inflaton field from vacuum flu
tuations via a couplingg2f2X2, whereg;O(1) @13#. How-
ever, one then requiresmX>10mf and a low reheat tempera
ture, e.g.TR;102 GeV for mf;1013 GeV, which makes
the mechanism model-dependent.

If the plasma of the inflaton decay products has an ins
taneous temperatureT;(TR

2HMPlanck)
1/4 for H>Gd , where

Gd is the inflaton decay rate, it can be much higher than
reheat temperature of the Universe@10#. Then particles of
massmX.TR and with gauge strength interactions can
produced from the annihilation of the relativistic particles
the thermal bath and their abundance freezes at its final v
once temperature becomes sufficiently low@14#.

However, none of the above-mentioned scenarios for
ating WIMPs in the mass range;(101021013) GeV has
been actually realized in a supersymmetric setup. For
stance, the identity ofX is largely unknown apart from the
fact that it should be a standard model~SM! gauge singlet.
However, if one assumes thatX comes from a hidden secto
which interacts only gravitationally, they could act as a ca
didate for dark matter. Within supersymmetry, a heavy p
ticle X is accompanied by its superpartnerX̃ with an almost
degenerate mass. This is due to the fact that supersymm
in the visible sector is broken at a scale;1 TeV. Moreover,
in supergravityX andX̃ have gravitationally suppressed co
plings to other fields, among the most notable of which
the inflatonf, its superpartner inflatinof̃, and the gravitino.
This opens up another possibility for creatingX via gravita-
tionally suppressed decay of the inflaton. Also, couplings
X; X̃ to f; f̃ and the gravitino, together with a small ma
difference betweenX andX̃, can result in the decay ofX (X̃)
into its superpartner and a photon-photino pair, or a gr
itino. These decay channels, however, preserve any sym
try which is necessary to forbidX and X̃ directly decaying
into the SM fields. The startling point is that while decayi
into its own superpartner, the process changes the identi
a possible dark matter candidate. However, while doing
the process releases some energy into a cosmic thermal
In this paper, we discuss the astrophysical bounds on s
decays for gravitino masses ranging from 100 GeV to 1 T
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II. PRODUCTION OF X FROM ITS COUPLING
TO THE INFLATON SECTOR

We may consider a complex scalar fieldX and its fermi-
onic partner X̃ with a superpotential mass term
W.(1/2)mXXX . In the limit of unbroken supersymmetry,X

and X̃ have a common massmX . However, hidden secto
supersymmetry breaking generally results in the soft m
term, m3/2

2 uXu2, and the A term, Am3/2mXXX1H.c. The
former elevates the masses of both the components oX

above the mass ofX̃, while the latter results in the splitting o
X into two mass eigenstatesX1 andX2, where we may take
mX1

.mX2
. WhenmX@m3/2, only the contribution of theA

term has any significance and yields

mX̃'mX , mX1
1mX2

'2mX . ~2!

We denote the inflaton multiplet byF; it is comprised of the
inflaton f and the inflatinof̃. Around the global minimum
of the potential, the inflation sector superpotential can
approximated asW.(1/2)mf(F2v)2, where v is the
vacuum expectation value~VEV! of f at the minimum. The
new inflationary and hybrid inflationary models usually gi
rise to such a nonzero VEV for either an inflaton or som
auxiliary field. There may exist a superpotential ter
hXFXX which couplesF andX multiplets.2 In general, they
can also be coupled via higher-dimensional Plan
suppressed terms. For example, consider the minimal su
gravity where the scalar potential is given by@1#

V5eGS ]G

]w i

]G

]w i*
2

3

MPlanck
2 D . ~3!

HereG is the Kähler function defined by

G5
w iw i*

MPlanck
2

1 lnS uWu2

MPlanck
6 D , ~4!

wherew i are scalar fields in the theory. There also exist
term in the Lagrangian,

eG/2S ]G

]w i

]G

]w j
2

]2G

]w i]w j
D w̄̃ i w̃ j1H.c., ~5!

with w̃ i being the fermionic partner ofw i . For our choice of
superpotential, the following terms can then be identified
the Lagrangian:

vmX

MPlanck
2

fX̃X̃,
vmX

MPlanck
2

f̃X̃X,
vmfmX

MPlanck
2

fXX, ~6!

and the couplinghX is recognized as

2Note that a superpotential termXFF, which is linear inX, pro-

vides a decay channel forX and X̃ thus ignored in our discussion
9-2
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hX5
vmX

MPlanck
2

. ~7!

A. Production by direct inflaton decay

The terms in Eq.~6! result in X(X̃) production from in-
flaton decay ifmX,mf/2, with a rateGX;hX

2mf/8p. The
total inflaton decay rate is given byGd;A8p/3TR

2/MPlanck,
while the inflaton number density at the time of decay
given by nf;TR

4/mf . This constrains the overall couplin
to

hX
2<32pA8p

3

TR

MPlanck

1029

mX
, ~8!

wheremX is in units of GeV. This is required due to the fa
that the producedX(X̃) must not overclose the Univers
which, for VX<0.3 andH0570 km sec21 Mpc21, reads

nX

ng
<

431029

mX
, ~9!

whenmX is expressed in units of GeV. In the particular ca
in which F andX multiplets are gravitationally coupled, on
finds

mX
3 S v

MPlanck
D 2

<1027MPlanckTR . ~10!

If v.MPlanck, then X(X̃) within the mass range 103 GeV
<mX<107 GeV can be produced in interesting abundan
for a range of reheat temperatures 1 MeV<TR<1010 GeV.

If the inflaton VEV is lowered down tov/MPlanck.1026,
thenX(X̃) with a mass range 107 GeV<mX<1011 GeV can
become a dark matter candidate for the same range of re
temperature.3

B. Production from the thermal bath

Another possibility for production ofX is from its indirect
coupling to the thermal bath via the inflaton sector. The s
plest situation will be for the case in which inflaton
coupled to two fermions~hence the inflatino is coupled to
fermion-boson pair!. As an example, consider thefg̃g̃ and
f̃g̃g couplings.4 These couplings are supersymmetric pa
ners and the latter one is responsible for a Hubble-indu
gaugino mass term}Hg̃g̃. ThenX(X̃) can be produced in a
thermal bath from thes-channel diagram which include

3It is evident from the overclosure bound thathX needs to be very
small. This may lookad hocfor a superpotential coupling betwee
F and X, while a nonrenormalizable gravitationally suppress
coupling in the context of supergravity offers a natural explanat
for such a small coupling ifX belongs to a hidden sector.

4The situation wheng and g̃ are replaced by a light particle an
its superpartner is similar.
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hfg̃g̃(hf̃g̃g) and hXfX̃X̃(hXf̃X̃X) couplings at the first
and second vertices, respectively. Assuming thatmX<TR ,
the rate forX(X̃) production is given by

GX;
h2hX

2

16p2mf
2

TR
3 , ~11!

wheremf'mf̃ , since hidden sector supersymmtery brea
ing only results inumf2mf̃u!mf . The couplingh obeys
the following relationship:

h2
mf

8p
;A8p

3

TR
2

MPlanck
, ~12!

and the number density of createdX(X̃) particles is as fol-
lows:

nX

ng
;

hX
2

2p S TR

mf
D 3

. ~13!

Here the main contribution toX(X̃) production occurs atH
.Gd . In order forX(X̃) not to overclose the Universe, it i
necessary to haveVX<0.3, which implies

hX
2<

331028

mX
S mf

TR
D 3

. ~14!

We always haveGX,H sincehX
2TR

3,mf
3 ~note that for per-

turbative inflaton decayTR,mf). This ensures thatX(X̃)
will never reach equilibrium with the thermal bath. Howeve
the bound onhX from ~8! is much stronger than the bound
~14!. This implies thatX(X̃) production from the therma
bath is always subleading with respect to production by
rect inflaton decay in order for the latter not to saturate
overclosure bound.

It is interesting that direct inflaton decay in supergrav
may produceX(X̃) in a wide range of mass with a cosmo
logically interesting abundance. This is particularly signi
cant as some of the proposed mechanism for creating he
WIMPs might not work in a supersymmetric setup. For e
ample, it is known that scalar fields, and also fermions
allowed by symmetry considerations, acquire a Hubb
induced mass term during and after inflation in supergrav
models. This suggests that production of such particles fr
a time-varying gravitational backgrouned might not be p
sible at all unless such Hubble-induced terms are small
canceled for a particular choice of superpotential.

III. VERY LATE DECAY OF X„X̃…

There exist strong astrophysical bounds on the late de
of particles to photons or charged particles. For a deta
study of various constraints on such decays, we refer
reader to Refs.@16,17#. Here we briefly mention the relevan
bounds. For a late decay such as 105 s<t<1013 s, wheret
denotes the lifetime of a particle, the decay products can a
the chemical potential of the microwave background ph

n

9-3
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tons. Note that recombination occurs at 1013 s. The reason is
that photon number changing interactions such aseg
→egg go out of equilibrium att.105 s, thus inducing an
effective chemical potential for the microwave backgrou
photons. The chemical potential has been given in@18# for
the case in which decay photons thermalize instantly and
current experimental bound is@19#

m5
rd

rg
<3.331024, ~15!

whererd andrg denote the energy density in the decay a
background photons, respectively. If the decay occurs a
recombination and before the present era, then the non
mal decay photons may be directly visible today if the op
cal depth back to the decay epoch is small enough. Then
main astrophysical constraint is that the flux of decay p
tons must not exceed that of the observed differential pho
flux, which is given by@10#5

Fg~E!<
MeV

E
cm22 sr21 s21, ~16!

whereE is the photon energy and the observed photon flu
denoted byFg .

There are also bounds on late decay to photons com
from nucleosynthesis. Ift>104 s, the photonic showers ca
change the abundance of light elements.6 For 104 s<t
<106 s, photodestruction ofD will reduce its abundance
while for t.106 s, photoproduction ofD and 3He from the
destruction of4He will give the main constraint.

A. X„X̃…\X̃„X…¿g¿g̃ via off-shell gravitino

Henceforth, we shall consider the case in which theX
multiplet has only gravitationally suppressed couplings to
matter sector.7 Depending on the mass differences amo
scalar and fermionic components ofX, different situations
may arise. IfDm[umX1,2

2mX̃u.m3/2, the decay channel

X1→X̃1G̃ and X̃→X21G̃ are kinematically allowed. Fo

5Decay photons generally trigger an electromagnetic show
since their scattering off the microwave background photons
createe1e2 pairs, which themselves undergo Compton scatter
off photons. Moreover,g-g scattering redistributes photon energ
Therefore, one must take these effects into account in order to c
pare with the observed photon flux, as done in@16,17#.

6The g-g scattering dominates photon interactions fort,104 s
and hence photonic showers will not affect light element ab
dances.

7In the case in whichX(X̃) has common gauge interactions wi

matter fields, the three-body decaysX1(X̃)→X̃(X2)1g1g̃ can oc-
cur via gauge interactions@in fact through the same diagram

which results in the production ofX(X̃) in a thermal bath#. In this
case, the decay rate is quite large,G;a2Dm3/mX

2 ; notice that there
is a phase-space suppression, and the decay occurs before n
synthesis. Again note that theX2 component is the strictly stabl
particle.
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Dm,m3/2 andDm.mLSP, provided the gravitino is not the

LSP, the three-body decayX1→X̃1g1g̃ ~and correspond-
ingly X̃→X21g1g̃) can occur. We indeed expect that su
decays take place sinceDm!mX implies that any production
mechanism shall produceX1 , X2, andX̃ ~at leastX1 andX2)
in comparable abundances. Moreover, we notice that in b
cases theX2 component is the strictly stable particle an
hence a dark matter candidate. Then its abundance, whic
the same as the initial abundance ofX(X̃), must not saturate
the overclosure bound in~9!.

Let us first consider the case in whichDm,m3/2. This is
the situation in the hidden sector supersymmetry break
scenario with the Polonyi field, whereDm'(12A3/2)m3/2

@20#. As long asDm.mLSP, the three-body decayX(X̃)
→X̃(X)1g1g̃, via an off-shell gravitino, is kinematically
allowed. The decay diagram includes two vertices: at the fi
vertex,X andX̃ couple toG̃ while the gravitino is coupled to
a gg̃ pair at the second vertex. The decay rate is dou
Planck-mass-suppressed, and with phase-space suppre
leads to

G1;
1

32~2p!3
3

mX
2~Dm2mLSP!

3

M p
4

. ~17!

Here we have assumed that the decay matrix element is
stant over the phase space. An interesting observation is
the decay rate is model-independent except for the app
ance of Dm. We make the resonable assumption th
100 GeV<Dm2mLSP<800 GeV for m3/2.1 TeV. Then
the lifetimet;G1

21 can be of the same order as the age
the Universe.1017 s for the mass range

1013 GeV,mX,1015 GeV. ~18!

For a lightermX , the lifetime is longer than the age of th
Universe.

The decay usually releases entropy, which is worth e
mating in our case. SinceDm2mLSP!mX , the released mo-
mentum is distributed among all three decay products w
the energy in the mass difference is practically carried byg

andg̃. It is therefore reasonable to consider the energy wh
is taken away byg to be (Dm2mLSP)/2. Then the released
entropy is sd;@(502400)nX#3/4 while the entropy in the
cosmic microwave background photons iss;ng , resulting
in

sd

s
<S 431027

TgmX
D 3/4

, ~19!

where we have used the overclosure bound. HereTg denotes
the temperature of the background photons at the time
decay and has its smallest value;5310213 GeV for the
decays occurring at the present moment. This implies tha
mX<106 GeV, the decay products increase the entropy
the Universe at the time of decay. However, in this case
decay occurs much later than today and hence entropy
lease will not be substantial at the present epoch. Theref
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the three-body decay does not release any significant ent
within the lifetime of the Universe.

Nevertheless, the observed photon flux puts a severe
straint on the abundance ofX. For a decay energy of orde
(502400) GeV, the most stringent limit is@16,17#

nX

ng
<10219, ~20!

while for a wide range of decay lifetimes 1017 s<t
<1021 s, the bound is given by@16,17#

nX

ng
<~10218210213!. ~21!

The most conservative mass range which leads to a d
lifetime in this range is 1011 GeV<mX<1017 GeV. The
overclosure limit now readsnX /ng<4310220, which is
more stringent by several orders of magnitude. Therefore,
three-body decay satisfies bounds on photon flux ifVX
<0.3.

If X is very massive it will also be possible that the dec
occurs before recombination. For example, ifmX
;1016.5 GeV, which can be related to the string scale inM

theory, andDm2mLSP.1 TeV, the processX→X̃1g1g̃
may take place after the photon number changing inte
tionseg→egg have gone out of equilibrium, but before th
recombination era. For an energy release of order
2400) GeV, in order to satisfy the present constraint on
chemical potential, from Eq.~15!, we obtain the bound
nX /ng<10214. This is again much weaker than the overc
sure boundnX /ng<4310225. We therefore conclude tha
avoiding the overclosure of the Universe puts a stron
bound on the abundance ofX than astrophysical constrain
from the decay processX(X̃)→X̃(X)1g1g̃, via an off-
shell gravitino.

B. X„X̃…\X̃„X…¿g¿g̃ via off-shell inflatino

Now, we turn our attention to another possible dec
channel where the three-body decay ofX(X̃) can occur via
an off-shell inflatino. The decay diagram will include th
hXXX̃f̃ coupling at the first vertex while at the second ve
tex f̃ is coupled to agg̃ pair ~as discussed in the previou
section!. The significance ofX decay via an off-shell in-
flatino now depends on the dominant decay channel of
inflaton ~inflatino!. If the inflaton ~inflatino! dominantly de-
cays to a three-body final state, we will have a four-bodyX
decay. This is even more phase-space-suppressed~and per-
haps forbidden! than the three-body decay via an off-sh
gravitino. On the other hand, if the inflaton~inflatino! mainly
decays to a two-body final state, in particular to agg̃ pair,
we may have a three-body decay ofX via the inflatino. Then
the rate for the decayX(X̃)→X̃(X)1g1g̃ is found to be

G2;1022hX
2

TR
2MPlanck

mf
3

~Dm2mLSP!
3

MPlanck
2

. ~22!
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As pointed out earlier, the couplinghX must satisfy the in-
equality in~8! in order forX not to overclose the Universe i
mX,mf/2. This yields

G2;
431029

mX
S TR

mf
D 3 ~Dm2mLSP!

3

MPlanck
2

. ~23!

Let us first consider the case with a decay energy of or
400 GeV. Then formX5105(1010) GeV the decay lifetime
is t2;1017(1022) s, provided TR.mf . The gamma-ray
background and the overclosure bounds then translat
nX /ng<10217(10212) @16,17# and nX /ng<10214(10219),
respectively. For masses 105 GeV<mX<107 GeV, the
gamma-ray bound is indeed stronger, thus providing a c
signal that within this mass rangeX cannot act as a stabl
dark matter candidate. ForTR /mf.1021, astrophysical con-
straints turn out to be more stringent than the overclos
bound within the mass range 103 GeV<mX<105 GeV,
while for a smallerTR /mf , the main constraint appear
from the overclosure bound. For example, forTR /mf
<1022, the overclosure bound ensures that formX
>1 TeV the three-body decay will not be astrophysica
dangerous.

For a decay energy of order 50 GeV, a massmX
5103(107) GeV results in the decay lifetimet2
;1018(1022)s, provided TR.mf . The gamma-ray back
ground and the overclosure bounds yieldnX /ng
<10218(10213) @16,17# and nX /ng<10212(10216), respec-
tively, where for 103 GeV<mX<105 GeV the gamma-ray
bound will be stronger. ForTR /mf.1021, astrophysical
constraints are more stringent within a narrow mass ra
103 GeV<mX<104 GeV, while for a smallerTR /mf the
main constraint appears from the overclosure bound.

If we desire to have a supermassiveX with a massmX
.mf/2, the production ofX through direct decay of the in
flaton cannot be possible. Therefore, even if such massivX
might have been created, their decay would follow Eq.~22!
and could easily occur before recombination. Howev
mechanisms which could createX in this case prefer a mas
mX.1010 GeV @12,13,15#. The overclosure bound the
yields nX /ng<10219, which for an energy release 5
2400 GeV in the three-body decay is always stronger th
the astrophysical constraints.

Our overall conclusion is that form3/2.1 TeV, the decay
processX(X̃)→X̃(X)1g1g̃ can be astrophysically dange
ous when mediated by an inflatino. In particular, the ast
physical bounds are stronger than the overclosure bound
the mass range 103 GeV<mX<107 GeV when 1021

<TR /mf<1.

C. X„X̃…\X̃„X…¿G̃

Let us finish by discussing the two-body decay ca
which occurs whenDm.m3/2. This is also quite plausible
since, as pointed out in Ref.@20#, for a generic supersymme
try breaking scenario one may not haveDm,m3/2. The de-
cay rate for the processX(X̃)→X̃(X)1G̃ is, however,
Planck-mass-suppressed, and phase-space suppression
9-5
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G3;
mX

2m3/2

8pMPlanck
2

. ~24!

As we have mentioned earlier, in such a case the most
portant bounds come from the success of big-bang nuc
synthesis. Here the main danger arises from the produ
gravitinos with a massm3/25100 GeV, which decay into
energetic photons thus constraining their abundance
nX /ng<10214 @8# ~here we obviously assume that the gra
itino is not the LSP!. This requires thatmX>106 GeV if X is
produced with an abundanceVX;0.3. On the other hand, fo
a gravitino massm3/251 TeV, the nucleosynthesis boun
results innX /ng<10212 @8#, which relaxes the mass range
X, and masses beyond 10 TeV could easily be accom
dated.

Some comments are in order. The decay of a particle
its superpartner and a gravitino can in general occur for
stable species as well. However, in such cases the sup
sion of this decay mode relative to other decay chann
ensures that nucleosynthesis will not be disrupted~e.g., the
case for inflaton decay has been considered in Ref.@20#!. On
the other hand, for a particle which is stable in the limit
unbroken supersymmetry, this decay mode~and the three-
body decays discussed earlier! are the only possible chan
nels. We also limited our discussion to gravity-mediat
models of supersymmtery breaking. The reason is tha
gauge-mediated models the gravitino mass is substant
smaller than the weak scale, implying that the gravitino is
LSP. Then a possible two-body decay does not pose a th
to nucleosynthesis, while three-body decays are kinem
cally forbidden. Finally, we only considered neutral stab
particles in this paper. For a charged particle, the domin
decay mode will beX(X̃)→X̃(X)1g̃, which occurs much
before nucleosynthesis. Moreover, the abundance of s
particles is severely constrained by their searches in the
water, which is much more stringent than the overclos
bound@21#.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have discussed the possible astrophysical signat
of a neutral stable particle within the context of supergrav
We considered a multipletX which has a massmX and is
stable in the limit of unbroken supersymmtery. Supersymm
try breaking in the hidden sector generally results in the p
tern mX1

.mX̃.mX2
, so long asmX@m3/2, whereX1 , X2,

andX̃ are the two scalar components and the fermionic co
ponent of the multiplet, respectively. We have noticed tha
gravitationally suppressed inflaton decay could lead to p
duction of X(X̃) in interesting abundances in a wide ma
10351
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range, 103 GeV<1011 GeV. Details depend on the inflato
VEV at the minimum and the reheat temperature of the U
verse, which we always assume to be smaller th
1010 GeV, in order to avoid thermal gravitino overprodu
tion.

We also considered the decay ofX(X̃) into its superpart-
ner and a photon-photino pair, or a gravitino, and we d
cussed the various astrophysical and overclosure bou
which restrict the decay channels. IfX(X̃) is produced with
an abundance large enough to account for the dark matte
the Universe, such decays merely change the identity of
dark matter candidate. Depending on the supersymm
breaking scenario, the mass difference betweenX andX̃ can
be smaller or larger than the mass of the gravitino. In
former case, the two-body decay channels are kinematic
forbidden. However, the three-body decay via an off-sh
gravitino and/or an off-shell inflatino may still occur. Th
three-body decays release an energy which is just the m
difference betweenX, X̃, and LSP. In the case in whichX(X̃)
decays intoX̃~X! and a photon-photino pair, via an off-she
gravitino, for the mass range 1011 GeV<mX<1017 GeV,
the main constraint comes from the overclosure bound yie
ing nX /ng<10220. For X(X̃) decaying via an off-shell in-
flatino, the situation depends on a number of model para
eters such as the reheat temperature and the mass o
inflaton.

We also pointed out that for larger ratios ofTR /mf , the
gamma-ray background could in principle constrain t
lower half of the mass range 103 GeV<mX<107 GeV,
while the upper half is constrained by the overclosure lim
We also considered the decay ofX(X̃) to X̃~X! and a grav-
itino when the mass difference between them is larger t
the gravitino mass. In this case, the main constraint com
from avoiding the photodissociation of light elements. I
deed, the abundance ofX must be smaller than 10214 for
m3/25100 GeV implying thatmX>106 GeV if X is the
dark matter in the Universe.
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